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SHERWOOD CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
22560 SW Pine St., Sherwood, Or

August 4,2015

WORK SESSION

1. CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Clark called the meeting to order at 6:08 pm

2. COUNGIL PRESENT: Mayor Clark, Councilors Linda Henderson, Jennifer Kuiper, Jennifer Harris and
Dan King. Council President Sally Robinson and Councilor Renee Brouse were absent.

3. STAFF AND LEGAL COUNSEL PRESENT: City Manager Joseph Gall, Assistant City Manager fom
Pessemier, Public Works Director Craig Sheldon, lT Director Brad Crawford, Finance Director Julie
Blums, Water Operations Manager Rich Sattler, Community Development Director Julia Hajduk,
Administrative Assistant Colleen Resch and City Recorder Sylvia Murphy. City Attorney Chris Crean.

4. TOPICS:

A. Water Rate lncrease

Finance Director Julie Blums and consultant Deb Galardi with Galardi Rothstein Group presented
information (see record, Exhibit A). Julie stated staff was asked to do a presentation for the water rate
increase that was adopted and effective July 1, 2015 and introduced Ms. Galardi. Julie said staff would
present information on current revenues and requirements and said at a previous Council meeting the
Council asked how does the $350,000 additional revenue from last year to this year breakdown. Julie
said that information as well as information on the 10 year capital project list, operating costs and
summary of what the rates pay for would be presented. She said staff would talk about a recommended
plan and consequences for various options. She said we updated the residential water bill comparison
that we provided back in April. She said they would also review information on overhead. Discussion
followed. Staff presented the same presentation at the regular Council session.

5. ADJOURN

Mayor Clark adjourned the work session at 6:43 pm and convened to a regular Council meeting

REGULAR SESSION

1. CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Clark called the meeting to order a17.02 pm
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2. COUNCIL PRESENT: Mayor Clark, Councilors Linda Henderson, Jennifer Kuiper, Jennifer Harris, and
Dan King. Councilor Renee Brouse via conference call. Council President Robinson was absent.

3. STAFF AND LEGAL COUNSEL PRESENT: City Manager Joseph Gall, Assistant City Manager Tom
Pessemier, Police Captain Ty Hanlon, Community Development Director Julia Hajduk, Finance Director
Julie Blums, Public Works Director Craig Sheldon, Administrative Assistant Colleen Resch and City
Recorder Sylvia Murphy. City Attorney Chris Crean

Mayor Clark addressed the Approval of the Agenda and asked for a motion

4. APPROVAL OF AGENDA:

MOTION: FROM COUNCILOR HARRIS TO APPROVE THE AGENDA, SECONDED BY COUNCILOR
KUIPER. MOTION PASSED 6:0, ALL PRESENT VOTED lN FAVOR, COUNCILOR BROUSE VIA
coNFERENCE CALL. (COUNC|L pREStDENT ROBTNSON WAS ABSENT).

Mayor Clark addressed the next item on the agenda

5. CONSENTAGENDA:

A. Approval of July 1,2015 Gity Council Meeting Minutes
B. Approval of July 7, 2015 City Gouncil Meeting Minutes
G. Approval of July 28,2015 City Gouncil Meeting Minutes
D. Resolution 2015-064 establishing definition of gross revenue for utility operators privilege tax

under FY 2015-16 schedule of master fees and charges
E. Resolution 2015-065 Appointing Paul Mayer to the Budget Committee

MOTION: FROM COUNCILOR KUIPER TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA, SECONDED BY
COUNCILOR HARRIS. MOTION PASSED 6:0, ALL PRESENT VOTED lN FAVOR, COUNCILOR
BROUSE VIA CONFERENCE CALL. (COUNCtL PRESTDENT ROBTNSON WAS ABSENT).

Mayor Clark addressed the next item on the agenda

6. PRESENTATIONS:

A. Recognition of Sherwood High School Students, Academic & Athletic Achievements

Mayor Clark welcomed the students and families and the Gity Council recognized Shenruood High
School students for Academic Achievements, students that received a perfect 4.0 GPA for the 2014-
15 school year and recognized students for Athletic Achievements, students that placed 1 't in State in
a sport or art, as a team or individual. City Manager Gall called fonruard students and the Council
presented them with Certificates of Achievement.

B. Greater Portland lnc. Small Gities Gonsortium

Derrick Olsen with Greater Portland lnc. (GPl) Small Cities Consortium provided a presentation, (see
record, Exhibit B).
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Mayor Clark thanked Mr. Olsen and said she has attended the Economic Summit breakfast for several
years and stated it's exciting to hear what's happening around the region. She said she attends the Small
Cities Consortium every month and thanked Mayor Ogden for being the representative.

Councilor Kuiper asked how many cities are in the Small City Consortium? Mr. Olsen replied he believes
its currently 18 cities. Councilor Kuiper referred to the statistics and asked if this information is provided to
site selectors and if the information is being tailored for them so GPI knows what they are seeking and
therefore putting together a package? Mr. Olsen replied yes and said we have both off the shelf
information on our website and we also tailor. He explained and provided examples of specific tailored
requests.

Councilor Kuiper referred to GPI working with the Port of Portland and Mr. Olsen stated they are a major
investor and the Ports Executive Director is on their Board as well as the Port of Vancouver.

Councilor Kuiper said as a member of the Small Cities Consortium we have access to that data. Mr.
Olsen replied yes and said the GPI has models they can use for specific deals or types of industries. He
explained and said they would be happy to help Shenruood with any needs.

Councilor Henderson referred to utilities and asked in Mr. Olsen's opinion what is the most crucial utility
for our region. Mr. Olsen replied it would depend on the industry and provided examples.

Councilor Henderson said she has seen fact sheets provided to staff and asked how does GPI design
those sheets so that they don't compete and asked who makes the decisions on the sheets as far as
cities strengths? Mr. Olsen replied they have a regional fact sheet and they lead with this and if they have
a site selector looking for something more specific, depending on the project, cities may or may not have
the right assets to meet the company's needs. He said they created a standard template so it's equivalent
across all the small cities, with information on population, workforce, amount of industrial land, who runs
the utilities, etc. He said they also give the cities an opportunity to highlight what they have to offer, high-
speed broadband for example, or a unique partnershrp.

Mayor Clark thanked Mr. Olsen and addressed the next agenda item. She informed the audience that the
Council will be accepting public comments on all business items on the agenda, new business as well as
public hearings and general citizen comments.

7. CITIZEN COMMENT

Gail Cutsforth came fon¡vard and stated she serves on the YMCA Board of Managers, and provided a

report of upcoming events. She stated the Family Triathlon is August 15 at 10 am with a Rookie level and
All Star Level, followed by a free community BBQ at 11 am. She reported the pool will be closed for
cleaning and resealing from August 31 through Labor Day and will reopen on September 15. She
reported on September 14 a Diabetes Prevention Class is scheduled to begin and said last year's Dine
and Dance is funding the program. She reported on Saturday, February 13,2016 there will be a

Valentine's Day Dance at the Shenruood Center for the Arts and the theme is the Love Boat.

Bill Middleton Shen¡vood resident came fon¡vard and thanked the Mayor and some of the Council
members for their attempts to get him appointed to the Budget Committee and said he knows they faced
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backlash from staff and some Council members. He said he appreciates what they have done and
doesn't want to cause controversy and has no reason to promote his own agenda he just wanted to work
for the citizens. He said he believes the majority of the new Council is fantastic, Mayor Clark, Councilor's
Robinson, Kuiper and Harris and said had the previous Council been this transparent he believes things
would have been better and the public would have been more satisfied.

Jim Claus Shen¡vood resident came fonruard and stated he sat through an ordinance hearing on chickens.
He provided scenarios that were introduced and said if you violate the ordinance you are a criminal. He
said it is not that you are an ordinary citizen anymore, if you violate the law you are a criminal. He stated
in order to prove that you are not a criminal you have to prove there is not a substantial benefit and/or you
did not do it. He commented on the hearing on chickens where you can have 4 or something and asked
why does the Council do that. He said they are turning people into criminals, rats and squealers as it is
citizen initiated. He suggested if they are going to pass an ordinance like that they should make it a
nuisance, such as keeping these domestic animals under these conditions will be a nuisance. He
suggested letting the person that makes the accusation and someone that is violating the ordinance to
come before the Planning Commission to make their case and then if they make the case they can have
a public hearing. He said 9 times out of l0 you will find out that if you bring the parties together and force
them to interact the problem will go away. He said don't turn them into criminals. He said we have not
done that in the United States and noted that Canada does it and it is a much more pleasant place to live.
He explained if you are irritated with your neighbor and cannot breach it for one reason or another you
can sit down and talk to them and talk to the public. He said he wished someone would try that and said
the current administration does that. He said that is why the hostility is going down with citizens. He
stated they try to get people in a room to talk it out. He noted Mr. Gall and Mr. Pessemier are not opposed
to this and said on the chicken ordinance it would be a good place to start. He noted if someone confronts
someone in public and then they bring the other side in, 9 times out of 10 you will have no hostility and
the problem will be solved. He said maybe in some cases it can't be but that is few and far between.

City Attorney Chris Crean responded that a crime is determined by something for which could be
punished by imprisonment for more than a year. He said less than a year is a misdemeanor and less than
that is a violation. He stated that nothing that has been presented to any level of the City would result in a
crime for keeping chickens. He stated this is an example of Mr. Claus' legal analysis that lacks any merit
whatsoever. He said Mr. Claus has filed at least 10 LUBA appeals over the last 10 years and none of
which have been upheld and most of which are filed and while the cameras are on with great bombast
and then withdrawn when the cameras are turned off. He said he has not won as much as a motion. He
said his legal analysis is without merit and should never be given any credibility. He said in that regard he
is reminded of the case of Claus v. Saxton from Yamhill County Circuit Court in 2005 in which the judge
found as a matter of law in the findings and facts and conclusions of law that "it is the fuñher specific
finding of the Court that the testimony and statemenfs of Dr. Claus are viewed as se/f-serying and not
worthy of belief without so/ne corroboration that is independent of documents..."

Mayor Clark interjected and asked Mr. Crean if there is a reason he is bringing this up.

Mr. Crean said yes, because the City Council in both legislative and quasi-judicial capacity is required to
weigh and measure the credibility of the testimony that is presented to them in both facts and policy and
he wanted to make sure that the new Councilors understood the legal background of the legal interaction
that the City has had with Mr. Claus in the last ten years.
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Mayor Clark said she doesn't think this was appropriate or necessary and said a citizen came fonruard to
give testimony about interactions at the Planning Commission and discussions about chickens and that is

what we are talking about and we do not need character assassinations.

Record Note: Dialog continued from the audience, unable to transcribe

Mayor Clark said this is a public meeting and let's have a public meeting and not a character
assassination between who will be our former Attorney soon and one of our citizen members. She
suggested continuing on with the agenda in a civil manner. She thanked Mr. Claus for his testimony.

Mayor Clark addressed the next agenda item

8. NEW BUSINESS

A. Resolution 2015-067 to begin the process to eliminate the water rate increase approved on
June 16,2015

City Manager Gall stated this will be a presentation from Finance Director Julie Blums and consultant Deb
Galardi. He said this resolution is before the Council for consideration at the direction of the Council. He
said last month the Council passed a motion to bring back a resolution to begin the process to rescind the
recent rate increase that was approved in June and went into effect July 1. He informed the Council they
will have a brief presentation and stated the Council has seen most of this information and this is also for
the benefit of the public.

Mayor Clark said staff has been fantastic in bringing the consultant back to provide information and the
Council held a second meeting that was enlightening.

Finance Director Julie Blums introduced Ms. Galardi and said she has worked on the SDC methodology
that was approved and the water rate study that companions the recently completed Water Master Plan.
Julie said tonight they will review the water rate increase that was approved effective July 1, what it pays
for and if it's reversed what those consequences might be. She said they will review revenues and
requirements, projections, the capital list, operating costs, what the rate pays for, what the recommended
plan is and what occurs if the rates are not increased. She said they will also talk about overhead. She
recapped information that was previously presented in the work session (see record, Exhibit A)

Ms. Galardi referred to Exhibit A, and said when we began this process the first step to look at was the
Current Revenue and Requirements. She explained the graph represented O&M (Operations &
Maintenance), Debt Service Costs, and Cash Funded Capital (Capital lmprovements). She said in

FY2O15-16, the City is not generating sufficient revenue to coverthe O&M and Debt Service Cost. She
said the cost of Capital increases significantly over the next ten years based on the adopted Master Plan.
She said O&M costs increased modestly based on inflationary increases and increases in water
production costs. She said because the City is not currently bringing in revenue to fund your annual costs,
if the City continues to do so, the City would use up your reserves in the Operating Fund and Capital
Fund and the City would then be forced to raise rates. She said what we are recommending is a phased
approach to address future capital needs. She said the first step in the rate increase process that was
adopted, lhe 4o/o, included two primary components, a general 4o/o rate increase which is estimated to
bring in an additional $175,000 of revenue. She said the other component is a change to the structure of
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the rates for irrigation customers who are currently charged equal to the block 1 residential volume rate.
She said this is the lowest volume rate that you charge where as in most communities irrigation customer
are charged higher rates because of the additional demands they place on the system during the peak
irrigation period, therefore the system has to be built larger, more energy costs and generally irrigation
customers are charged more and in this case the recommendation was to charge them equal to the block
2 rate for residential which is basically an irrigation rate for residential, this brings it into parity with
residential customers. She said in total, the rate increase and the restructuring of the irrigation rate were
expected to generate about $350,000 including some additional revenue from customer growth and
rounding, because we round to the nearest cent.

Ms. Galardi stated the capital costs are projected to increase significantly over the ten year period. She
said this is driven by this list of projects, the top three are over $10 million associated with the Willamette
River Water Treatment Plant expansion and upgrades, almosl $24 million over ten years including a
number of distribution system improvements. She said these are all based on the adopted Master Plan.
She said our study looked at how you are going to fund those capital projects. She said you currently
have close to $5 million in capital reserves, but that is only going to cover a small portion of the total that
is projected, SDC's are moderate because growth is moderate. She said you're going to need to issue
additional debt for the next expansion at the treatment plant in order to minimize the short term rate
increases, because you don't have sufficient cash to fund that. She said you will also need to cash-fund
some projects because there is a limit to how much debt you can issue. She said the plan has cash-
funding of about $6.9 million which includes some amount of operating reserves but also is going to
require rate increases in order to fund those transfers.

Ms. Galardi referred to the pie chart in the exhibit that shows operating costs, with the largest purple
section being Debt Service, then the light blue being Water Treatment Contract cost and these two
combined equal over 50% of the operating budget. She stated the red section was Overhead and these
are the indirect costs paid by the water utility for services it receives from the centralized general
government. She stated Julie would talk more about this.

Julie Blums referred to page I of the exhibit, Summary of what the Water Rates Pay For, and stated it
pays for the direct charges of staff that work in the water fund, meter reader and utility billing staff. She
said it pays for electricity in our wells and pump stations, contract services, routine water sampling,
maintenance and repairs of pipes and any other water assets, overhead, non-SDC capital projects and
debt service payments. She said we need to also have reserves in place for a major catastrophe.

Ms. Galardi stated hhe 4o/o increase that was previously adopted is part of a multiyear phasing plan
designed to meet the financial requirements but to also minimize the overall increases, and to prevent the
City from having "spikes", therefore we have smoothed the rate increases, 4o/o per year in the first five
years and then right now it's estimated at 5% for the next five years. She said the plan will be updated
and monitored every couple of years and refinements made. She said the plan includes utilization of
existing reserves and referred to the red line in the exhibit (page 9) showing that those reserves will be
drawn down overthe 10 year period applied to capital as needed. She said you first add to your reserves
then you draw them down, and this is how you keep that line relatively flat.

Ms. Galardi referred to page 10 of the exhibit, What Happens if Rates are not lncreased, and said you are
borrowing on your reserves to fund debt service costs. She said this is generally not viewed favorably by
lending agencies and rating agencies and in fact your current loan with the state requires that you
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maintain rates that are sufficient to cover annual operating costs and debt services, plus 10%. She said
this 10% is a fairly low coverage and often times if you're in the bond market its 20-25%. She said you are
not on a sustainable path to have future debt within the next five year window as we are projecting based
on the timing of the treatment plant expansion. She said if you don't have a rate increase in the current
year or in future years you would have reduced revenues to fund that $24 million of capital. She said the
fust 4o/o alone, if that were not implemented, would reduce revenue by $Z.S million over the ten year
period because of the compounding effects. She said ultimately if you could not issue debt and pay for
your share of the expansion, then you run a potential of violating your intergovernmental agreements with
other agencies.

Ms. Galardi referred to page 11 of the exhibit and said the table is intended to show the etfects of
compounding and what happens if you delay. She said the 4% is designed to be able to smooth and
minimize that rate slope to generate the same amount of revenue for each year you defer. She explained
the rate increase options in the table.

Julie referred to page 12 of the exhibit and said this is an updated chart in comparison to the chart
provided in April. She said this includes the most recent data we have on our neighboring cities and what
an average bill would look like. She said for a couple of the cities, their rate increases won't take effect
until October-November. Ms. Galardi said what this doesn't show is what happens in years beyond, and
the 4% is just above inflation and much lower than most other communities that are still wrestling with
what their future water supply needs are and where those will be met. She said based on her experience
with other communities in the region, Shenruood would move down the chart instead of up.

Councilor King stated the rates shown do not include any of the future liabilities that those water providers
will have to put into their structure in the future. He said we are ahead of everyone else. Ms. Galardi
agreed.

Julie referred to page 13 of the exhibit, Administrative Overhead Policy and Practice and said we have a

City policy in our budget and financial policies that were adopted by the Council. She said in the
budgeting section is talks about cost allocation and that the City will charge that and charge to all funds
and all divisions and all capital projects. She said it's across the board for all centralized services and this
practice has been in place since prior to her time at the City, 9 years, and she is not aware how far back it
goes. She said she researched industry standards on overhead and major industries that sets the rules
for Government Finance Officers Association, and said this speaks to how overhead works and that it is
an indirect cost. She said we looked at the Water Environment Federations Rate Setting Manual and the
underlying portion talks about recovering the full cost to operate a utility, and that if we don't charge
overhead then that burden is being placed somewhere else. She said we found another reference to the
American Watenruorks Association.

Julie referred to page 16 of the exhibit and said this is not an exhaustive list, it's an example. She said it

covers legal costs, HR costs for recruitments, employee relations, and risk management. She noted in
Finance it takes care of payroll, accounts payable, doing the budget, doing yearly financial statements,
monitoring debt, ensuring we are in compliance. She stated in facilities it takes care of janitorial use, cost
of utilities, electric bills, gas bills and fleet. She said in lT it covers costs to run our software systems, to
maintain our computers, telephones, website, etc.
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Julie referred to the chart and said this shows what the overhead has been in the Water Fund over the
last 5 years and said it is a percentage compared to total expenditures in the Water Fund and said it
fluctuates year to year. She explained in 2010-11 it was an odd year because we refunded some debt so
that our revenue was higher that year as were our expenses and they off-set each other. She referenced
the dollar amounts for overhead and said they are fairly consistent from year to year and we had a peak
in 2013 because we were finishing up the pipeline project and had a lot of personal services costs
working on that project in that year that bumped up the overhead costs.

Ms. Galardi summarized and stated the recommendation is to phase in the rate increase, 4o/o per year
initially, with the first one to fully fund the existing debt service costs and operating costs and then future
increases to build the financial capacity for the additional capital in terms of water supply and distriþution
projects. She said the plan is based on projections with the best available data we have today, based on
current trends, water consumption, customer growth, cost inflation and the timing of capital
improvements. She said it is important that the City continue to monitor that every couple of years to
ensure we are not falling behind or on the other hand, actuals could be coming in a positive direction
allowing the City to adjust the rate slope down in the future. She said the City administration costs are a
standard component of water system operating costs, they represent a cost of doing business and it is
consistent with water utility rate making principles to include those costs for full costs recovery, and if you
did not do that, some other fund would be subsidized in the water service. Ms. Galardi offered to answer
questions.

Councilor King asked what the current reserves were. Ms. Galardi replied the capital reserve is close to
$5 million and the operating reserve is just under $3 million. He confirmed with Julie, this next year we are
down $1.8 million. He asked what was the bottom line of where we need to keep the reserve at. Ms.
Galardi replied there are standards on contingencies and she believes the City's policy is to get to a 2Oo/o

of operating costs. He clarified on future expansion and capital projects and said if we have to borrow
again, we will have to have a certain amount of reserve in order to do that. Ms. Galardi said that is right
and said we tried to balance cash versus debt funding to balance the rate increases and financial
performance.

Councilor Harris stated a lot of this increase is so that in five years we are not increasing it 15%. Ms.
Galardi replied yes and Ms. Harris said which will have to happen as we will need more water. She
referred to her PGE bill and gave an example of payment options.

Mayor Clark thanked Ms. Galardi and asked to receive public comment.

Kurt Kristensen Shenruood resident came fonruard and thanked City staff and Councilors for the pedestrian
crosswalk on Murdock. He stated in 2005 he walked the City speaking against the City's proposal to build
the uphill pipeline and we are now looking at how to pay for it. He said at that time a lot of people were
telling us we would have a brief interval of very expensive water and then cheaper and affordable, great
water and none of those projections have come to pass and now we are looking at eternal increases. He
said in the 2005 election cycle, of which Henderson, Mays and Clark were a part of, voters were told we
would do better and we didn't.

Mayor Clark clarified it was Del Clark and not herself, other Councilor comments were stated clarifying the
efected officials referenced by Mr. Kristensen. He stated before 2005 we used to get our water and sewer
bills every two months and shortly after the construction of the water pipeline we started getting a monthly
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bill. He said the bills were approximately the same size, so to the average consumer, our bills have
approximately doubled. He said in the spring of 2015, this Council hired the same contractor, Murray,
Smith and Associates, that designed in 2005, the $40 million Willamette River Water System, for an
aggregate close to Yz a million for charges to update the water and sewer master bill, in a somewhat
uncompetitive process. He said on May 5,2015, Mayor Clark signed Ordinance 2015-004 that amended
Chapter 7 of the Shenryood Comprehensive Plan and adopted the Shenruood Water Master Plan for 2015.
He said this document commits the City to a number of very costly water expansions over the next 10-20
years without clearly defining for ratepayers where the funds will come from. He said the total costs are
estimated at $24.6 million for fiscal year 2034, as far as the Water Master Plan. He said this means the
City will have to ask current ratepayers along with system development charge payers for new
development, to escrow close to a better than $1.5 million per year to fund these projects. He said on
page 90 of the ordinance it states the cost for both projects are allocating 80% to existing customers and
2Oo/o to system growth and he thinks this should be the other way around. He said we are in the middle of
a water crisis in Oregon and Governor Brown has asked for a 15o/o rate reduction in usage of water. He
said in conclusion, the Council should look at honoring the commitments that were made when this
expensive project was started. He said it's time the Council be more transparent about the charges and
he thinks it's time the Council start looking at gray water design to elect our winter waters for irrigation and
other things. He said he doesn't think the residents will be able to absorb 4.5-55% annual increases for
their basic water uses.

Eugene Stewart Shenruood property owner came fonruard and stated he can remember when he was a
kid, there were no water meters, the property tax paid for the water you received. He said one of the
things he doesn't see in this study is how we are using our water, what percentage is coming from the
Willamette River and what percentage is coming from the wells. He said if we are not using the wells very
much, is the aquifer being recharged and is there more water, cheaper water and can it be used. He said
is there a mix some place that would help resolve the water rates. He said as rates go up, people will try
and consume less. He said this study doesn't say how high the rates go, consumption goes down and
you now have another problem. He said there is nothing in here about water rates for senior citizens on
fixed incomes. He suggested the Council look at the rates for businesses, he said if they need a bigger
meter, the rates go up and does that affect incoming businesses. He said maybe it is helpful, that way the
Council doesn't bring businesses that need a lot of water. He asked what is the volume of water we can
use on an annual basis, he said you don't see that information anywhere. He said there are lots of factors
in here and he doesn't think the plan brings fonruard what our actual use is. He said as Kurt mentioned,
can we convert to gray water and does this help if we start recharging our aquifer below us. He referred to
his water bill and said he also has an office in Portland, and the water rates are about the same. He said
he thinks there are lots of elements that have not been broken out. He referred to a water bill and said the
storm water and sewage are the biggest hit we take and asked if we would be better off to look in the
future to treat the water from residence, putting the water back into our aquifer, recycling it, and he asked
if this is cheaper than what we are currently doing. He asked should we be talking to TM/r/D to see if we
can't change anything. He referred to TVFR and the City previously having their own fire district and
eventually joining TVFR because we couldn't keep up. He said he believes there are a lot of things that
have not been discussed that need to be.

Bill Lewis Shenruood resident came fonruard and stated he is a new resident to Shenruood and said if for
some reason growth were to completely stop, what would the current rates have to be in the future. He
said he is assuming the current water rates are paying for the debt service for an operation of the facility
as it sits today. He asked, who's paying the $24 million and said when he read the Water Master Plan
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study, it appeared that most of the projects were for future customers, not current customers. He asked if
the current rates are paying for current capacity and current debt service, why current customers are
paying rate increases for future customers. He said it seems like the current customers have already paid
for the water treatment plant. He said the expansion to bring more water in should be paid with
development fees and not rates. He said we have already bought our piece. He said within the study
session, he never saw anything related to, what if growth were to stop for the $24 million, what would the
rate increases be? He said this is his question to staff.

Mayor Clark asked if we had an answer for Mr. Lewis and City Manager Gall replied he assumes we will
have multiple questions for staff and we will keep a list.

Jim Claus Shenruood resident came fonruard and stated his superiors won't insult me and my inferiors
can't. He said the thing that is healthy about this debate is this is the first time we have had it. He said he
did not think the Council has enough information to make a decision. He referred to Sacramento and they
are having an arsenic problem in their water which has to be treated. He said Lee Weislogel is an expert
on water and he said the most aggressive tax you have in a town is water and it can't be avoided. He said
when you start raising a tax, it falls disproportionately across all income groups. He said you use To of an
acre foot per single family house, technically with 48" of rain, if you recharged it all, in Portland we could
run a 5 lot single family subdivision on the water, but that is not the way we do it. He said we take the
water into the house and then take it out. He said in single family houses, you do not have very much
evaporable transpiration because it's only on the lawn. He said virtually what you take in we give to Clean
Water Services. He said agriculture is different, it dries up 213 of the water in evaporable transpiration and
its degraded water that goes back into the ground water. He said this is why California ís having their
problem and this is why he beat the United Justice Department and the Bureau of Reclamation in the
claims court. He suggested the Council breakdown the categories and find out how much use, industrial,
commercial and retail are using and find out what it is costing to deliver it. He said if the Council recalls
what brought on this crisis, when you voted to bring in the pipeline, he did not believe 50% of the people
voted and we decided to bring in the pipeline anyway and wait the statute out. He said now we have that
enormous cost. He said the Councíl needs to get categories by use then find out if there is anyway to
preserve the wells. He referred to Bull Run and rates increasing in Portland. He said if the Council got
more figures, they may find ways to save more money. He said with Clean Water Services, you have
ways to maybe recharge your aquifers and with the 4 wells we have we could dump that water down and
we could distribute it in other ways. He said the Council is getting the information and it is starting to
develop differently and can probably hold the rates down with re-filtration, but will need the basics of
consumption by category.

Nancy Taylor Sherwood resident came fonryard and asked if we are looking at a 4o/o increase, not just this
year, but with this 4% increase, another 4% increase next year, with another 4% increase the following
year, followed by 5% increases. She asked if this is correct. She said a few years ago she attended a
meeting and heard about the new meter system and how it was not going to cost us anything as it was
going to be an experiment. She said now it is no longer an experiment, it's a reality and everyone is
getting a water system. She asked if this is correct. She reminded the citizens and said the water meters
that are currently in front of her house, what it really does is it allows the water company to turn you off,
just like that. She referred to basic human rights and said on the rest of the planet we are looking at how
we send water to Africa and areas that are depleted of water. She said we seem to have no system of
reward built into our system of, if I decide I will consume less, there is no system of reward and I will pay
this increasing rate of a continual 4o/o and then 5%, until I can't live here anymore because I can't afford
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the water. She said she doesn't know if it will be cheaper elsewhere and said as a society we will need to
look at how we solve this problem.

With no further public comments, Mayor Clark asked for Council comments.

Councilor Harris said water is tricky and she doesn't love our water rates. She referred to questions asked
by Mr. Stewart and said the Council received some of this information in a Council work session. She
recommended a public hearing where we can have our representative respond to questions and inform
citizens of where we have been and where we are going. She said she is curious about gray water and
would like more information. She said she has been watching in our region and said water rates are an
issue across Oregon and everywhere, she referred to a recent increase by T\A/I/D of 16% and said this
won't be their last. She said Hillsboro and Tualatin are trying to figure out ways to get water and said they
are doing what we were doing in 2003-04. She said we figured out what we were going to do and did it,
now we are paying for it. She said they are figuring it out and will start to pay for it. She said as Ms.

Galardi said, we will move down that scale and our water could potentially be less than those around us.
She said 4o/o is a big increase and referred to a citizen ballot initial and said with this ballot, it's going to be
difficult to keep our water program running. She said she did not know all the answers and believes a
public informational meeting would be helpful.

Councilor Kuiper stated she has heard great communication from citizens and great ideas and believes
we should take these into consideration. She said those ideas take time to implement, research and
evaluate whether or not they are doable. She said in the meantime, we have had three years of not
having a water rate increase. She referred to Ms. Galardi's comments of compounding and asked what if
we had increased our rates three years ago by 2%o, and then by another 2%. She asked where would we
be, would we be at this point of a 4o/o increase over the next five years, followed by a 5o/o increase
annually? She said as we are struggling with this not only in our City, but regionally, where will we be if
we don't have some kind of increase now and lose that compounded money that we would gain by having
the increase. She said it's a tough decísion and referred to working with another City who raised their
rates by 8% and said it is happening all over the state. She stated she received a call from the City shortly
after the new meters were installed, informing her that her water consumption had increased, and it
resulted in a pipe leak and was able to get it fixed, she said there is a benefit of having the new meters.

Councilor King stated he has been a Shenruood resident since 1997 and was on the Council in 2005 and
said he recalls the water bill being billed bimonthly. He referred to watering his grass at that time and his
water bill being a bit over $200 and said now with the current bill which includes sewer, he is paying about
$105-1 10 a month for both services and is not watering his grass. He said the rates have gone up and
referred to the City of Wilsonville and their situation in early 2000 and said they reached a cap where they
had no more water and their water was horrible. He said they worked to build the plant and now have
plenty of water. He referred to a question heard tonight about how to not burden the rate payers with the
future development of water. He said he doesn't know how to get around this and as a City we collect
monthly money to operate the system, but we also need to collect for the future. He said even though
development SDC's pays for that, we have to have the money to begin with. He said we will capture
SDC's in future developments, but we still have to have money in the bank in order to initiate and cover
that future development. He said this may seem unfair but this is how it works; we can't do anything
without money, can't maintain the system and provide the City with needed water today or in the future
without reserves. He said growth will happen and the money needs to be there. He said eventually the
funds will be there and there will be more ratepayers and more SDC's and eventually the rates will go
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down. He referred to the intergovernmental agreement with Wilsonville and the timeline of the next phase
in capital projects and said the funds need to be there. He said we can't control the amount of water
Wilsonville uses, and this is an agreement we have with them and when we both reach a certain amount
of water usage that planning phase has to start. He spoke of T\AIVD and said they will use upwards to
100 million gallons and the plant can expand to 140 and we are presently using just under 15. He said
their costs will increase and there is no reflection of what their future water will cost in their rates. He said
it's the same thing with Portland, they ignored their infrastructure for many years and they are looking at
an infrastructure capture of over .5 billion in their water system and they are losing customers, similar to
us and Tualatin and will have to really boost their water rates over the next 5-10 years. He said he feels
lucky that in 2006-2008 we looked to the future and planned for it. He said he is not happy with what he
pays for water. He referred to the past and paying $15 a month in water and said those days are gone.
He said if you want to pay less, his advice is to use less, he said he is doing this. He spoke of not
watering your lawn and altering it to use less water. He said water will be a key issue, especially with the
current drought and everyone needs to reassess how we use water. He said the state has told us we
can't drill for water anymore and the wells we have are being used and maintained. He said as far as our
City and Wilsonville, we are the two cities in this state that have their water future secured. He referred to
Portland's water and said our water is cleaner and better, he said if someone polluted Portland's water
they can't replace it and we can replace our water. He said he is not happy with raising rates, but he also
has a responsibility to the Shenryood citizens to make sure they have water.

Councilor Henderson referred to citizen questions of whether or not we could supplement or access our
wells to reduce our dependency on some of the projects. She referred to the exhibit and project list and
asked Craig Sheldon, Public Works Director is this a possibility and something we can pursue and
considered in the future. Mr. Sheldon replied we would have to go to the State, because our wells are in
emergency mode now since we went to the Willamette. He said we have had water quality issues with
our wells and we hardly receive water quality reports. He said they are not bad and we run them monthly.
He said we would have to speak to the State about this.

Councilor Kuiper asked does this mean the water right use on those was changed. Craig replied no, they
still have the same water right, just in emergency mode. He mentioned blending and said we would have
to reevaluate if we turned them back on.

Councilor Henderson asked if we are still drawing water from Tualatin or Portland. Craig replied we are
not. She confirmed the pipeline is still available, Craig replied it is, but is turned off.

Councilor Henderson, said she is also regretful we have to do water rate increases and said this is a
project she has been a part of since 2005 and firmly believes the Council that started this, before she
joined, was prudent to be proactive and figure out what we could do so we could basically be in charge of
our water future and not at the beck and call of Portland, which was an option, if we had exceeded the
capacity of ourwells. She said Craig has been here since 1999 and has been a part of this project since
the beginning. She said while she is regretful, she is mindful of the fact that we have done most of the
hard work already. She said we had lower costs during the recession because contractors were fooking
for work and the original estimate was a lot higher than what it came in at. Craig replied it was about $8
million under because of steel prices as well as fuel and construction costs. She said an indirect benefit of
the recession is we were able to do that project for $8 million less than what we had planned. She said if
we had spent those $8 million we probably would have higher rates than today. She spoke of touring the
state and said water is an issue everywhere you go and referred to eastern Oregon and ldaho being very
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dry and us having very little snow. She said when we update our Master Plans, we do it because we want
to be proactive and don't want to be caught by surprise and not be ready to handle the challenges to
provide the most basic service of providing water. She said we do Water Master Plans when they are
required and we do them so we can understand what drives our rates. She said we can't just establish a
rate, it's regulated by the State and our rates have to be justified through what is an estimate. She asked
Ms. Galardi what other communities she has worked for. Ms. Galardi replied, Eugene, Springfield,
Portland, Redmond, Bend, and Pendleton.

Councilor Henderson said when we do a Water Master Plan we look to the future and try to make a
prudent decision of what we need to maintain the level of service that she believes our residents have
come to expect. She said she is not happy about the increase and she is hoping there are ways we can
partner with other municipalities since we have excess capacity and have upsized the pipe and she
hopes we can decrease the rates or decrease the length of time we have to increase the rates. She
referred to a water rate chart and said we have the second highest water rate increase next to Tigard.
She said Tigard's water rate increase is a function of a project they have with Lake Oswego and it is her
understanding their project ís only going to provide them with 60% of the water they will need through
2030. She said they are still looking for a partner for the other 40%. She spoke of conservation and said
comments were received regarding development and growth. She said conservation is happening all over
the west and Ms. Galardi mentioned it during the work session and here in her analysis. She shared
comments regarding her personal use of water in her pool and her bill peaking for a month due to that
use. She said everyone has choices to make and said rebate opportunities are available at Public Works
for washers and showerheads and they are free to the public. She said she hopes people take advantage
of that and the additional information on conservation. She said we hope the rate increases we have
recommended and approved won't be any higher and hope to be able to lower them some day and
collect what we need to collect to maintain the system and plan for growth. She said planning for growth
is something we should be doing, whether it be for water, sewer, parks or police, it's something we should
be doing rather than waiting and being reactive.

Councilor Henderson thanked the citizen that came and said suggestions made by Councilor Kuiper were
great and thanked staff for the presentations.

Mayor Clark thanked the Council and said this has been a very good discussion, one that she brought
fonruard because she felt full information was not given when the Council was given the information to
vote on. She said she has received additional information on administrative overhead costs that were not
discussed before we voted on the 4% increase and she felt the discussion needed to be brought up
again. She said it's been a fantastic discussion and the Council had a great work session and are walking
away learning something. She said she wants to talk about not so much the need or not need or a water
increase in the future, she said it's well known that as we move fonruard we are going to have to pay more
for our water, this is not the argument. She said her problem is she doesn't agree with the practice of
growing government at a rate exceeding the growth of the population. She said she sees this happening
and sees this happening in our water rate. She said our water rate is one of those areas that hits
everyone the same, whether you are living on social security or an executive, and this concerns her. She
said she doesn't take lightly when we are looking al4% increases every single year. She said people on
fixed incomes will have to move and this is concerning to her. She said she loves conservation ideas and
announced that she was at Home Depot and they advertised a $40 rebate for installing low flow toilets
which the City's Publíc Works Department provides a credit for. She said the low flow toilets are about
$98 and she installed 3 at her home. She said this is a bonus for her to get a rebate and converse water
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and thanked the City for providing this service and promoting it. She said her concern is that we are
growing as a City administration faster by double digits than we are as a population. She referred to the
General Fund and said in 2011-12 itgrew 17Yo,in2012-13 itgrew 15o/o,in2013-14 itgrew 19%, in 2014-
15 it grew 10%. She said population for the same years 2011-12, .3o/o,2Q12-13, .1o/o,2013-14, i.7o/o,
2014-15, 2o/o. She said these numbers concern her and we are growing our government and we are
growing our government with administrative overhead costs. She said she is not sayíng that we don't
need administrative overhead costs at all, that would be outrageous. She said she thinks it is something
we have never talked about and said when you look at the 4% increase and the projection we will be
receiving from the citizens, next year is $175,000 according to our consultant. She said the administrative
overhead last year was $249,000, so if we were not paying this large administrative overhead to fund
staff, and this is not staff that directly works on our water, that is paid separately at $589,000 to our
personnel for the staff who work on our water. She said this is administrative overhead to pay for all kinds
of different things, legal, different administration, a series of things that is staff. She said there is some
that would say you're attacking staff and she said she is not attacking staff, she thinks staff is awesome
and she is just saying we are frontloading our staff with a dedicated fund that hits all of our population
regardless of their income level and this concerns her. She said she feels that when you're talking about
the water fund, an administrative overhead at that amount is too high. She said this is why she has
brought this discussion fonruard. She said because it is that high and because of this 4% increase was
passed after we approved the budget, the approval of the budget is not affected by us saying let's slow
this down and maybe 4o/o is not the right amount and maybe we need to look at a different amount and
we need to look at the administrative overhead and look at those two areas that are really close in
amounts. She said if you took the chad, and she asked the consultant, and you removed administrative
overhead and pay for our staff from the general budget, not from our water fund, what would the graph
look like, and it drops. She said all of a sudden we don't run out of money as fast. She said you still have
to have an increase, and she understands that, but it doesn't have to be 4o/o every year for the next 4
years and 5% from that point forward. She said at that point as time goes on we can talk about the other
opportunities, looking at our wells and lots of other things we can look at. She said she is not saying that
people will never see a rate increase, what she is saying is, she feels that at this point we don't have
enough information to burden our citizens with a 4o/o increase when we have this large of an
administrative overhead topping on that. She said it is still her recommendation to approve the resolution
and understands there is not a lot of agreement in that, but this is her position.

Mayor Clark stated the following motion.

MOTION: FROM MAYOR GLARK TO APPROVE RESOLUTION 2015.067, BEGINNING THE
PROCESS TO ELIMINATE THE WATER RATE INCREASE APPROVED ON JUNE 16, 2015.
SECONDED BY COUNCILOR HARRIS. MOTION FAILED l:4 (GLARK lN FAVOR. HARRIS, KUIPER,
KING AND HENDERSON OPPOSED). ROBTNSON WAS ABSENT AND BROUSE'S GALL DROPPED
AND A VOTE WAS NOT TAKEN).

Mayor Clark stated the motion failed and she looks fonruard to many more discussions on this topic and
she is sure we will be having them. She thanked everyone for enduring the long discussion.

Mayor Clark recessed at 9:03 pm, reconvened at 9:17 pm, and addressed the next agenda item

9. PUBLIC HEARING
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A. Resolution 2015-068 Calling an election on and approving a ballot title, summary, and
explanatory statement for the annexation of I tax lots comprising 84.21 acres of land in the
Brookman Road Plan Area for the November 3,2015 Election

City Manager Gall stated prior to addressing this item, a comment was made during the water discussion
and Public Works Director Craig Sheldon would like to provide a response about shutting off water.

Craig stated we cannot shut off a water meter from a computer in our office, and the meters have an
attachment if the City wants to go in that direction, but this was at an additional cost. He said we can go in

that direction, but he did not want the public to think they could call in an emergency and have their water
shut off. He said a shut off needs to be done manually.

The City Recorder read the public hearing statement.

Planning Manager Brad Kilby presented information on the Brookman Annexation AN 15-01 (see record,
Exhibit C). He said there have been two prior annexation requests, in 2011 there was a City initiated
request to annex 258 acres which would have taken in the entire Brookman area. He said it required
approval by registered voters within the area and City residents and failed in both areas. He said in 2013
the annexation request was a property owner initiated annexation and it was for 97.5 acres and the
request was made through a triple majority method. Brad explained a triple majority method means that
the majority of the owners in the area petitioned to come into the area, that they owned the majority of the
land and the majority of the assessed value in that area. He said it only requires a vote of the City
residents since the majority of the property owners signed the petition. He said this also failed in 2013.

Brad said this 2015 proposal is from the Holt Group on behalf of 5 of 8 property owners and they are
proposing to annex approximately 84.21 acres into the City. He said 3 of the 8 property owners did not
sign the petition. He said the application proposes to annex the property through the triple majority
method again and it requires City voter approval, which then requires the Council to place it on the ballot.
Brad referred to the blue area of a map in the exhibit as the area of 84.21 acres, a total of I lots. He said
the 3 lots marked with a red star belong to the Bartlett family, the Chronister family and Ms. David and
they did not sign the application. He said the Holt proposal, and alternative proposal, provided notice to
everyone within 1000 feet and he was contacted by a couple of the property owners asking how they
could also get onto the annexation request. He said his response to them was they can either go to the
applicant and request they withdraw and amend their application or come tonight and petition the City
Council to add their property to be annexed as well. He said in the Council meeting packet there are two
alternative resolutions to accommodate that. He pointed out the properties in the exhibit.

He said in the last annexation there were a lot of questions about zoning and said our zoning in this area
is Medium Density Residential Low (MDRL) and Medium Density Residential High (MDRH). He said all of
our residential zones allow for single family residential. He said the Holt Group did provide a concept plan
that is their aspirational plan for the area and it would develop the area out with 258 residential single
family units. He said the caveat to that is they have options on these properties and don't actually own
them, and if they are brought in they still have to negotiate and buy the property and then develop it. He
said even though there's a concept plan, if the properties develop property by property, we will be looking
at different ways people will be developing.
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Brad reminded the Council the Brookman Concept Ptan area came into the Urban Growth Boundary in
2002. He explained Metro has designated that area for Shenryood to grow into. He said we are now in the
process of doing the Pre Concept Plan for Shenruood West and before we can consider bringing any of
the land in from Shenryood West, we have to start bringing in the land from Brookman. He said this is
what the Metro liaison has told him. He said there have been questions of whether or not we could trade
the Brookman Area for the Shenruood West Area and we have been told no. Brad explained that people
have asked about the timing of Shenruood West coming in and said realistically we are looking at 10
years. He said within the Brookman Area we did do a Concept Plan and it was adopted by the City
Council in 2009 and Brookman Road would be the primary access for anything that occurs in that area.
He said the caveat to that is in 2014 the City and the County in coordination reclassified Brookman to an
arterial as opposed to a collector. He referred to the exhibit and said this is important to note because that
area south of Brookman in the Urban Reserve (dark blue area) will eventually come in as an Urban
Growth Boundary expansion and the idea is that you have arterials spaced well and have collectors
spaced well. He said this creates a problem from the standpoint of when we looked at this when we went
through the Concept Plan, we looked at access to this as a collector. He said it does not change the fact
that if it's an arterial we will have to reevaluate the access. He said there is testimony that he will be
placing into the record tonight questioning whether or not we need to revisit Brookman in light of that
reclassification.

Brad stated utilities will need to be extended within the City and upgraded with future development, the
sewer and water were addressed and storm water would have to be addressed individually and it will
require that developers pay for those extensions to come into the City. He said they are expected to pay
those costs upfront. He said development does pay its way and said the operation and ongoing
maintenance of that doesn't necessarily get reflected in taxes for single family development. He said
police services currently provided by Washington County Sheriff Patrol and fire services are provided by
TVFR. He said these services are public services and TVFR would still provide fire service if this area
was annexed in and Washington County would no longer provide services, the City would be required to
provide those services.

Brad said there has been a question regarding taxes for those that currently live in the Brookman Area
and what their taxes would be if annexed today. He said the County average was about $1449 per

$100,000 and the City tax rate average is about $435 more than that. He said in speaking with the
assessor's office those are caveats as some of those owners are on farm or forest deferral so they may
not pay that, but this is the average of what one would pay for urban development.

He said in considering the recommendation tonight, we have additional knowledge that justified the need
to have additional land come into the City. He said the Housing Needs Analysis shows we have
approximately 95 buildable acres within the existing City limits and it also shows that there is a 4-10 year
supply with Brookman included into the City. He said this depends on the average growth rate. He said
we have traditionally accommodated an aggressive growth rate of about 3.4 and Metro has modeled it to
say that we would go down to 0.7. He said this is likely because we don't have the land available. He said
it is unlikely that the demand to come into Shen¡vood and live in Sherwood would go away, people like
Shenryood, the community and schools, so we will still have a lot of demand. He said this increase will
result in impacts that will affect the existing character of Shenruood. He said for example, the infill
development on Main Street, the request to rezone property to go from commercial to residential or to go
from lower densities to higher densities. He said the Council is at the point where they make the decisions
to grow up or grow out. He said there is owner support to come into the City as the filed petition indicates.
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He explained there are only 5 of the 8 that have proposed to come in and only 1 of those 3 that did not
come in actually provided comments saying they would like to be excluded from this and not included in
the annexation. He said the staff report identifies the applicable criteria and we think from a technical
perspective the applicant has met the intent of the code and you should place this annexation onto the
ballot.

Brad said there is discretionary criteria that staff doesn't feel comfortable recommending on; ls the timing
right? Would annexation of this area negatively or positively affect the quality or quantity of urban
services? Does it encourage development within the existing City and if so, is that desirable for the
community or not? Does the annexation support the orderly transition from rural to urban? He said there
has been a case previously made that we should be trying to annex the entire area. He said we tried that
and it did not work. He said our recommendation is to approve the annexation request by adopting a

resolution that calls for the election, approves the ballot title, summary and explanatory statement. He
said if the Council decides not to take action on the request tonight, we would ask that the Council at least
adopt the ballot title and explanatory statement, as this moves us fonruard to ensure we meet the
requirements for the November election. He said the Council could say no and not approve tonight and if
no action is taken the next available election is March 2016. He said the Council decision needed tonight
would be to approve the annexation and place it on the November ballot, or deny the annexation and
identify specific findings explaining why the annexation should not be approved, or the alternative is, if
you approve the annexation alternative which would include those 3 properties and the additional letter
received tonight from Brad Miller asking to be included in the alternative, then we would have to amend
that and ask the Council to approve the alternative resolution provided in the packet. lf the Council does
this and wants to include Mr. Miller's property, then we ask that those people provide the required
papenrvork. He said staff asked them to have these documents ready tonight when they come fonruard to
petition the Council. He said the only thing he did not ask they have available tonight is the legal
description as he did not want to speculate the Council would approve the request to add the property
and he did not want the owner to spend money on a legal description.

He said tonight in addition to the packet materials, he is providing copies of written testimony he has
received and would like them entered into the record. He said the record would be the staff report that
currently has exhibits A-l and we would be adding: Exhibit J-a letter from Ms. Jaynes-Lockwood
supporting the application. Exhibit K-a letter from Tom and Marie Bartlett asking to be excluded from the
application and if the Council chose not to exclude them, asking that the property rights they currently
have are protected. Brad said he spoke with Mr. Bartlett and said it would be protected under the
nonconforming uses. Brad said he asked Mr. Bartlett that if he was annexed to make sure he met with
staff to documentthe uses he currently has. He said Exhibit L-is a letterfrom Chris Goodell atAKS and is
in place of exhibit I of the staff report, so the letter was an amended letter and Chris provided an
amendment and it got crossed in email, therefore this exhibit L replaces exhibit l. He said Exhibit M-is a
letter from Thad Metzger a local builder in support of the application. He said Exhibit N-is a letter from
George Lorance a property owner in support of the application and he has not petitioned to be annexed.
He said Exhibit O-is a letter from Brad Miller with Legacy Homes requesting his property be include in the
application. Brad said his parcel number and acreage are noted and if the Council were to include his
property in the alternative, it would increase the total acreage from 99.4 to approximately 101.79. Brad
said he stated "approximately" because they need to provide a legal description that indicates the exact
area, as we would be wanting to get into the Brookman right-of-way.
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The City Recorder reminded the Council they received an email (Exhibit P) this afternoon from Scott
Eddington and Brad stated Mr. Eddington asked if it was a good idea to bring Brookman in at this time
given the fact that Brookman was reclassified as an arterial over a collector and whether or not it would
be more prudent of the City to look at the Brookman area and the future expansion area under a different
concept planning process before we consider bringing any of the Brookman area in.

Brad offered to answer Council questions.

Councilor Harris asked for maps indicated the properties that wanted to be excluded and those that
wanted to be added. Brad said there are two separate maps and explained the map with the red stars,
indicating one of the stared properties indicated they wanted to be excluded and the other two stared
properties did not sign the application or petition. Council referred to the star on the left, the Bartlett
property of about 2 acres and Brad said they are included in the original request.

Brad referred to a map and said the properties that wanted to be added are adjacent to the area and
there has been a question in regards to the stripped properties, whether or not it is feasible to provide
sewer to that area. He said from a planning perspective when you extend services, you extend to the far
end of your property and it's up to that owner to design and make sure the extension of that service is
feasible. He said if not, then they would have to go a different direction to tie in. He said there are some
wetlands in that area and a need for a deep sewer in that location so that would have to be a
consideration at the time that development is proposed on either of those properties.

City Manager Gall indicated that the request from Mr. Miller to be added was not indicated on the map.
Brad confirmed and showed where the property is located on the map and said it is 2.39 acres. He
confirmed this would bring the total acreage to 1 01.79 and when asked if this included the Bartlett's he
said it does not deduct the Bartlett's.

Councilor Harris asked if there was a request to deduct the Badlett's. Brad said they did not propose it,

they provided a letter entered into the record asking to be excluded and said he spoke with Mr. Bartlett
and from a planning staff perspective, what you would be doing is creating an island and this is not a
preferable thing to do and this is why he added language that if the Council does decide to approve the
annexation and decíde not to exclude him then they want to make sure how they enjoy their property
today is the same when the area is brought in. He said they don't have any intension of developing until
they absolutely have to.

Mayor Clark called the applicant fonruard to provide testimony

Chris Goodell provided a copy of written testimony from George Boyd and Colleen Brewer (see record,
Exhibit D). Chris Goodell with AKS Engineering and Ryan Tuttle with the Holt Group presented
information to the Council, (see record, Exhibit E). Chris stated Rian was the applicant and they were
working with the property owners on this annexation.

Chris referred to the exhibit and stated the 8 properties were outlined in yellow, and were a total of 84.21
acres which includes right-of-way along Brookman Road. He said this was a triple majority annexation
governed by ORS 22210.170 and requires 50% of the property owners signatures, 50% of the land area
and 50% of the assessed value of land. He said they received petitions from the owners of the land area
in the amount of 77o/o and 70o/o of the assessed value. He said they exceeded the technical requirements
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for the triple majority and said these are conseryative numbers. He said they had one property that had
multiple owners and had several of their signatures but not all of them and they did not count those in the
percentages.

Mr. Tuttle stated that is one of the properties that is shown with a red star as not wanting to be part of the
application. He said we do have some of the owners that have signed the application related to that
property.

Mr. Goodell referred to the zoning and said currently the County zoning is FD20, and that is future
development and the City has a comprehensive plan for medium density residential. He said one of the
issues that we understood, was that people did not have a concept of how the area could be developed
and what it could look like. He said they worked with the Holt Group to put together a concept plan
showing where utilities could be accessed, what densities could look like, street layouts, water service,
storm water facilities, open space and trails. He said we used the Brookman Concept Plan as a guide. He
said in terms of density, the two zones allow for between 5.5 - 11 units per net acre and this layout is
about 6 dwelling units per net acre. He said it shows about 24 acres of open space and said there is a
variety of natural resource areas, wetlands, drainage corridors, etc. and we included park areas. He said
it shows public infrastructure, utilities and roads.

Mr. Goodell said in terms of the approval criteria, this annexation is consistent with the adopted City
County Urban Area Planning Agreement, and said they see the City as the jurisdiction that is best suited
to oversee development in the area. He said it is consistent with the service provider cooperative
agreements, TVFR and Clean Water Services and is consistent with the Brookman Concept Plan. He
said the sanitary/sewer trunk line is northeast of the development site and the arrow indicated a recently
completed project that brought sanitary/sewer to the site. He referred to the exhibit showing a looped
water connection and said in general this enhances water service to all properties by creating a loop. He
showed where existing streets would be improved along Brookman and said this was one of the reasons
these properties were chosen to provide a continuous frontage improvement along Brookman Road,
rather than a spotty improvement. He said this is serviced by TVFR and shows protected greenways and
natural areas as well as the storm water management areas shown in the Brookman Plan. He referred to
the dotted areas on the map as trail areas. He said in terms of this being a transition from rural land use
to urban land use, the annexation allows for the continued growth of the City, consistent with past
planning practices rather than encouraging dense infill projects. lt provides residential land that meets the
housing supply. Mr. Goodell referred to the information provided by staff and said the annexation is the
next natural order of progression and said this shows a vision of what could be out there, but annexation
alone doesn't do any of this.

Mr. Tuttle said he appreciates the Council's time and thanked the landowners that were present in
support of the application and the present homebuilders. He spoke of growth, the water rate discussion
and development bringing in SDC's. He said the question before the Council is what type of growth the
City wants to see, infill growth or an expansion. He said what he has heard is the City wants to see
growth that is consistent to what we've had and this is the efforts of our proposal. He said this is not an
aspect of the annexation and he would like to point to part of their efforts towards communications with
the community, the Council and staff. He said their desire is to have an open book development that is
able to receive comments from the surrounding neighbors and the City towards a development that is
desirable forthe community. He referred to the 2013 annexation efforts and said they made the analysis
that annexation is separate from subdivision approval and unfortunately they were faced with
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misunderstanding of what their desire for the project was because we did not provide this information. He
said they have moved forward with this plan and have invested money under the idea that they want to
present a plan that people can see and comment on and we are able to make adjustments related to
those comments. He said as previously stated this is not an approved plan and there is variation that will
occur and we are working towards this plan or a plan that represents single family homes that are similar
types to what we have seen in Sherwood. He said a question for the Council is how will this campaign go
differently from the previous one? He said we have invested with campaign consulting companies, CFM
Solutions, that are going to help supervise a campaign plan to push this information out to the community
and to make ourselves available to the community related to this plan. He said our goal is not to do one
development in Shenruood, it's too be a part of the City. He mentioned Sherwood West and said
Shenryood is looking at moderate growth for a long period of time and this is something they want to be a
part of. He said they are working with AKS and CFM and polled the community and one thing they saw
from 2013 and from recent polls is that our communication with the community through door-to-door
efforts, online availability and phone availability is going to be important in this campaign. He said we
intend, with the Council's approval, to proceed with that effort. He asked the Council approve the
application and fonryard it to the November ballot and offered to answer questions.

Mayor Clark asked for Council questions

Councilor Kuiper referred to the Bartlett letter and maybe not being approached and had not signed a
petition. She asked for more information.

Mr. Tuttle said this also points to other applicants that have come fonruard after our application. He said
we tried to approach the neighbors and we saw a need for continuous availability of frontage along
Brookman and it seemed important that they were part of the annexation. He said we are not trying to
force somebody who doesn't want to be part of the annexation but we are also trying to hold that balance
for consistent development that offers benefits to the community. He said also related to the other
applicants that came fonruard and wanted to be included in the annexation, we fully would have intended
to include them in the process and in trying to provide the best cohesive information we had gotten far
enough along that they approached staff. He said we did not have a way to incorporate them in this plan
and we are happy to include them in the annexation. He said as far as legal descriptions and fees related
to those properties we are happy to absorb that in our application.

Councilor Kuiper referred to the plan as an Open Book Development and said she understands this as
people being able to look at it and provide comment and asked if they planned on having design
charrettes or open meetings to talk about the plan and those additional properties that want to be
annexed in. She asked if the plan would be revised to incorporate that.

Mr. Tuttle replied, yes the plan would be revised to incorporate that and yes we will hold community
meetings and be available for comments on the plan and make efforts to include those comments and
change the plan as can be within the confines of the code.

Councilor Kuiper referred to the identity of Shenryood and this being important to people and keeping
natural resources in mind, what other kinds of campaign efforts would you do to help incorporate that, to
give the citizens an understanding of what this development is about, aside from the door-to-door
campaign?
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Mr. Tuttle said within our campaign currently what we have included, and are open to suggestions, our
first priority is door{o-door and face-to-face with the community. The second is online availability and we
intend to have a webpage. He referred to 2013 and communications via face book and they want to be
available here as well. He said we intend to be in the Sherwood Gazette. He said we also would like to
see ways we can be involved in the community and if there are places we can show and be part of the
community we would like to have that available to us.

Mayor Clark stated Councilor King had to leave for work. Councilor King left at 10:00 pm

Councilor Kuiper asked if they can do all this work in three months. Mr. Tuttle replied yes and they are
ready to begin the work and have had it in place to follow after this meeting. He said CFM has their team
and is ready to proceed and this is the last hurdle.

Councilor Kuiper asked why is the Bartlett property so important for this development? Mr. Goodell said
they included it for a couple of reasons, to have a continuous frontage present and in addition we did not
want to create an island.

Councilor Kuiper asked when they would expect to break ground and what would be the timeline? Mr.
Tuttle commented that this is often misunderstood. He said the process that they have before them is that
after annexation they would move through a preliminary plat approval process, application materials need
to be prepared and it is expected that they would see approval of that preliminary plat somewhere
towards the middle of 2016. He said they would like to see if they can develop a portion of the site next
year, not all of it and it is based on absorption of the community. He said this might not be possible as we
live in the Northwest with a finite construction season and we may not see any work on site until the 2017
construction season. He said this is only site work which will take the full construction season and not
have buifdable lots available to the homebuilder until the first of the following year,2018.

Mayor Clark referred to the Barlett property being so important to move fonruard and yet they are against
it, she asked what will they do about this?

Mr. Tuttle said where they are important is from an annexation and not creating an island, he said he
believes there is a need as Brookman develops that would get full frontage development. He said that
would happen on a property-by-property basis so it can occur as their property chooses to develop. He
said in many ways, they can continue to enjoy the life they currently and previously have enjoyed on the
property, while their neighbors are able to develop as they have invested towards and desire to do.

Councilor Harris referred to the general concept plan and said this is just an idea and if we annexed and
placed this on the ballot, you could do anything you wanted within the zoning.

Mr. Tuttle replied yes, and he would not come to the Council and have this displayed and waved in his
face later, if he did not intend to proceed with this plan. He said he appreciates the question and the
concern and while in a public forum, it has some weight to it.

Mayor Clark said what they are saying is this is their intention to move fonruard with that plan. Mr. Tuttle
replied yes it is and as Brad mentioned we have options on some of the properties and some of them we
do not. He said there is a certain amount of control that is outside of our ability and believes the Council
will hear and have seen letters from property owners that they intend to be part of this development and
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we are in conversations to continue toward that plan with those property owners. He said there has been
an apprehension from a number of property owners that say to wait and see what happens with the
annexation.

Councilor Kuiper referred to the exhibit and a property with crosshatch marks that is designated green
space and said in order to maintain that piece, do they have any idea how they would extend that area?

Mr. Tuttle replied he believes they are speaking of the Bissett property and said Chris can speak to this,
but he believes the property has some developable upland area on it. He said they have not had a
consultant walk the property and he knows there is a creek corridor that is in a portion of it.

Councilor Kuiper said she was speaking in terms of protecting some of that developable land as a
corridor, Mr. Tuttle clarified, "undevelopable land" and said this would be protected through the habitat
restrictions and Chris can speak to this.

Mr. Goodell referred to the exhibit and said there is some portion that is developable and some that is not.

Councilor Harris asked if this plan takes into account Brookman as an arterial? Chris replied we have met
with Washington County and their engineering staff and said at that point it had not been designated as
an arterial, but was obvious it was going to be. He said they built this plan with that knowledge. He said
there are a couple differences in terms of right-of-way dedication, you dedicate more right-of-way along
frontage and they assumed that and knew the County would require more. He said the other difference
would be access spacing, and said the access to some degree on this road will be dictated by site
distance as there are some vertical curves. He said access spacing won't play as critical of a role and
they want to limit access on arterials so you don't see a lot of accesses. He said where we have it shown,
we think this is the best location from an engineering safety perspective, because it has the best site
distance. He said we could have placed it in other places that may have made more sense for the
development, but we have shown the area that we thought was the safest. He referred to the exhibit and
said the property to the east is kind of isolated and has greenways on both sides so there will only really
be one place that can access, so whether or not it's a collector or an arterial, it won't matter that much. He
said we have another access shown on the west side and we tried to show good connectivity and that
access could or could not go to Brookman.

Councilor Harris said her concern is with the traffic that would then come through the existing
neighborhood. She said she doesn't see a lot of roads going from this new are to the old existing area.

Mr. Goodell clarified "old existing area" was to the north and said there is really no place to connect. He
said there's no way to get to Cobble Court and believes there are restrictions on Red Fern Drive.

Councilor Henderson referred to the density of about 250 homes. Mr. Goodell said yes, at a bit less than
6 units per acre net. She said knowing what the capacity issues are with our school district and knowing
that the likelihood of families moving into this neighborhood is pretty high, she asked if they met with the
school district to talk about their plans. She spoke of capacity at the high school and at Laurel Ridge and
both being at capacity or over.

Mr. Tuttle said they met with the school district in 2014 and received comments that they were making
adjustments to the boundaries and that there was capacity available. He said he understands the high
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school at this stage is beyond capacity. He said we have reached out to the school district and have not
received comments back and said they made tremendous efforts this last week to try and have an answer
for the Council.

Councilor Henderson asked what is the size of the park they are proposing? Mr. Goodell replied about
15,000 square feet and explained the plan forthe park and connectivity through the site.

Councilor Henderson asked about improvements to Brookman. Brad Kilby gave the example of the Day
Break development along Elwert and said you can expect the same improvements here and it is
evaluated on a case by case basis as development comes in. He explained there would be an evaluation
process.

Councilor Henderson spoke of traffic and comments received and said this will increase traffic in the area
and said she would like to know what the Council thinks about the density that is being proposed.

Mr. Tuttle added in regards to the capacity at the schools, that homes won't been built until 2018 and
slowly built out from there based on community absorption and there will be some time to work to resolve
that.

Councilor Henderson commented regarding having time to pass a new bond. She said this is the only
option we have and we are still paying off a bond. She said this is not Holt's fault or their issue, but this is
not something that she wants to make a decision and think that their decisions or recommendations won't
affect everybody in the community. She said the original Brookman plan had some land set aside for a
future school? Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director replied, there was no land set aside it was
land identified as potential for a future school. She said the school district did not formally comment and
referred to pages 72-73 of the meeting packet, and said we did address the school issue to a certain
extent and she copied that information and sent it to Phil Johanson at the school district and asked if this
was accurate. Julia said he added the discussion about the high school being over capacity. She said
they have seen it and she doesn't know necessarily that we are talking about a þond, from what she
understands they have forecast studies that show in general that the student population is decreasing as
the students age out of the system. She said this is something the school district will need to consider and
we will need to work with them and plan accordingly.

Councilor Kuiper asked if the school district has this data. Julia replied they do have it and said it's still
population projections that may or may not be accurate. General Council comments were received.

Councilor Henderson commented regarding the recent school boundary adjustment and the commuting
of students to other schools and some people not being happy with the adjustments. She said she
wanted to make sure we were communicating with the school district to help them plan and do what we
can to think about the future. She commented regarding the development not coming in until 2018-2020
and planning ahead.

Mr. Tuttle said he appreciated the point and said growth will occur in Sherwood and there's a desire to
live in the City as it is a wonderful City. He said it's what type of growth and students will come as growth
occurs.

Councilor Kuiper asked are all the homes planned to be two story and are there any single level homes
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Mr. Tuttle replied they don't intend to build the homes, they will be delivering lots to local builders. He said
he is interested to hear their comments on what is the desirable product type for the community. He

shared information regarding a project they currently have in Ridgefield and the building of single family
homes and finding a mix of home types.

Mayor Clark asked with the 6 dwellings per acre, do they achieve that. Mr. Tuttle replied it's based on lot

width and they have not dimensioned this. Comments were received that this is just an idea. Mr. Tuttle
added in regards to green space and some of it being protected and they have not delineated the green

spaces to understand specifically the boundaries. He said we are dealing with some confined
developable upland area.

Councilor Harris added that each builder can tweak it a bit to their specifications and the Council will see
this when that is brought to them. Mr. Tuttle replied their intent is to bring a project to the Council much
like it is seen here and said if they are not able to finalize an agreement with one or more landowners
they may end up having another developer or builder bring that fonruard. Councilor Harris said she just did

not want anyone to get focused on this specific look.

Tom Pessemier informed the Council the applicant has about 3:45 minutes remaining for rebuttal

Mayor Clark opened the public hearing to receive testimony from those in favor

City Manager Gall reminded the Mayor Councilor Brouse was still connected via conference call and she
may have questions.

Brad Miller 18025 SW Brookman Road came fonruard and stated he is a builder and this plan is a good
plan and it's descent. He said it makes sense for properties that may want to come in later. He said this is

why he has brought fon¡vard his request to come in later. He said there are not many roads that are

coming out and said his property will be surrounded by development. He said he loves living here and it's
a great spot and a good road. He said it's important that the road gets improved at some point and said
the road is not safe. He said this plan will eventually improve the road. He said many people have gotten

confused over annexations and spoke of his grandfather's property on Middleton and building that
occurred around his property. He said it's been shown that Brookman is the next spot of development that
the City is going to bring in. He said it's practical in a couple of ways, because if the City doesn't want to
stop growing then you have to have developable land, it's next on the docket and is zoned FD. He gave

an example of a neighbor wanting to build a horse arena and obtaining an ag permit. He said if he wanted
to build a horse arena he would go through a fand use application and he could get turned down. He said

our properties are different and it's not the same from one side of the street to the other. He said it seems
practical to him for these reasons. He said he believes the applicant has put together a good package

and he did not go in on the annexation and would be coming in aftenruards, if approved by the Council. He

said the applicant seems to have a good developer and a good support team. He said Randy Sebastian
is a good builder and people know Renaissance Homes and he has a good package they are presenting.

He said the City has infrastructure there already and to him it makes sense and is practical. He said
people have to remember Shenruood is so nice because it has been developed properly and people voted
yes on those annexations to bring it in and that is what has funded the City and the parks and continues
too. He said it's easy to say let's keep Shenruood how it is and said it's this way because development has

been done correctly.
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George Lorance 17601 SW Brookman Road came forward and stated he is the property owner of this
address and has owned it for 10 years. He said he is in support of the annexation and has known Greg
Holt with the Holt Group for several years, personally and at the industry level and they are well
experienced expefts that go to market in a professional manner with a keen eye for community and
quality. He said they have been working diligently with surrounding property owners and himself for the
past couple of years to fonryard a project that is long overdue. He said Sheruvood and Washington County
are in dire need of buildable lots to address the demand for single family residential homes. He said if we
were moving dirt today it would probably be I T, to 2 years just for the infrastructure to be in and the
project ready for construction. He said please help us get the process rolling with annexation with the
City's support on the November ballot. He said it has been nearly l5 years since this property has been
brought into the UGB and it is time to start developing. He said the annexation is just one step as noted
earlier in the process. He said you're not going to have buildable lots in 2018 if you don't have an
annexation in 2015.

Linda Scott 17433 SW Brookman Road came fonruard and stated they have þeen here since 1976 when it
was a lama farm and there wasn't much else in Sherwood. She commented regarding people feeling the
community would be ruined with development and said they felt the same way when Woodhaven was
built. She said but it has been done well and it hasn't ruined it, it has changed it in ways that are different
from what it was, but it's been done well. She said we need to continue to develop well. She said one
thing she feels bad about in Shenruood, is most of her kids can't afford to live here or buy a house here.
She said she is hoping with the building of these homes, it will open up other homes in Shenruood for
young families. She said she doesn't see this happening right now. She said another concern she has, is
when they put in well #4, it went into the same aquifer that they were drilled into. She said our water level
dropped drastically so they can't water their lawns in the summer. She said if they start pumping more
because of the people in Shen¡vood, it will drastically affect them. She said she would rather be hooked
up to the water system in Sherwood than to have to drill more wells. She said she is very much in favor
and said it needs to be done well and would rather see something like this than a big manufacturing plant
in 15 years because the property hasn't been used. She said it's been a great place to raise her kids and
grandkids and said it needs to be done well and we currently have people that are doing a good job on it.
She said it won't stay and be the Sherwood that it was 40 years ago, but it can still be a special place.

Richard Scott 17433 SW Brookman Road came fonruard and stated he is in favor of the development and
they have been involved since 1999 in looking at their property with Metro, Washington and Clackamas
County's and the City of Shenruood. He said he was on a committee that planned the original concept
area 54, from Hwy 99 to Parrot Mountain Road, the one that got voted down. He said there was a year of
meetings with all these government agencies as well as half a dozen private citizens that were on this
committee. He said this area has been studied extensively and now it's down to 85 acres that hopefully
we can manage and get a grip on and understand that this is an area we need to have developed for
homes for our future, our kids and grandkids. He said they have 10.5 acres and it was zoned as you
requiring 10 acresto build a singlefamily structure on and we havethree children thatwere born, raised
and graduated from Shenruood schools and the only house they know is the one on Brookman Road. He
said, but where are our children going to live unless he passes it on to one of them, where will the other
two live. He said they need places to accommodate their future and that of our grandkids. He said this
has all been discussed at Metro meetings, the future of the region, of Oregon, the Pacific NW, Portland
Metro and there is nothing new being presented here that he sees. He said ODOT looked at Brookman
Road and it wifl look similar to what Sunset looks like. He said it started out as a country road when we
moved in in 1976. He said he recalls commenting to his wife that Brookman Road would be the southern
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City limits of Sheruvood someday. He said we have bought the property, raised their family and now it's
time to move on and said they see this as an opportunity. He commented regarding shifting in the market
with people selling their homes to buy these new homes and opening up the market. He said he is

definitely in favor of this and said they have been working on this for 16 years. He said he and two of his
neighbors hired a realtor and looked at the possibility of selling their properties, about 35-37 acres in total
at the time. He said they had to go through Metro, and attended several meetings, they spent a year
attending meetings in Shenrvood with the original Area 54 concept. He said they have a lot invested,
emotionally and financially and said their property is paid off and it is their retirement. He said he is

recently retired with health issues and can't maintain the property like it should be.

Randy Sebastian 16771 Boones Ferry Road, Lake Oswego came fonruard and stated since 2000
Renaissance has been the largest builder in Shenruood and said he has been around a long time and
building here. He said our homes are well received in Shenruood and people love their homes and want
more of their homes built. He said people are asking where their next project is and he has to tell them
not in Sherwood. He said people love the schools and the community. He said because of Senate Bill

100, urban growth boundary passed in 1972, he said it's a good thing, but only 2% of the land mass in

Oregon is available for residential building. He said the rest of it is farmland, timber, state and national
parks and industrial. He said this land is in the urban growth boundary. He said schools are always a big
thing and he has been doing this for 31 years and people argue about schools and traffic and nobody
wants their kids in portables. He said other than bonds this is the only way districts get money. He said he
had a big annexation fail in Canby a few years ago because the district went against it, and two years
later the district was hurting for money and they were supporting annexations. He said he has seen this in
West Linn, with people complaining about schools and overcrowding. He said it works itself out and
referred to Tigard, Tualatin and Shenruood. He said in regards to product type, about 80% in Sherwood
are family size homes and there is about a 20o/o group of people that are typically the parents of kids that
live in Shenryood with grandkids. He said the problem is, these people usually sell because they are
downsizing and they move slower when it comes to buying. He said you have intenders that are 80-20,
but it's really about 90-10 and said a big part of this is because the schools are good and families want to
be here. He said he is here, because he has an option with the Holt Group to buy lots once they are
developed and said this plan fits Renaissance Homes lot dimensions and he knows the owner of Holt and
he is the type of developer we would want in Shenrood. He said he would love to see the Council put this
on the November ballot and is in full support.

Jim Claus 22211 SW Pacific Hwy Shenruood came fonruard and stated he doesn't think this is the only
option. He referred to the Elks and property in this area, about 40 acres combined and said there is a lot
to develop and said this is really the issue and asked who do you want to develop it. He said this is inside
the urban growth boundary. He referred to people saying they have been long time residents and said he
did not see them at the hearings he attended. He referred to Bull Mountain and Tigard not being in

support and said the County then come in and built it. He said they were not happy with what they got. He
said he likes our staff, they are open and friendly, they talk, and they are reachable. He said he likes this
City Council and said obviously if we get too disenchanted with a City Council member, they aren't on the
Council any longer. He said this is not possible in the county, it's a bigger thing. He referred to the
Woodhaven development and said they were going to put in 495 houses to begin with, open space and a

golf course. He said if we had not had control of that here, that would have been Aloha. He said he is
hoping the Council takes their pace, slows down and gets control of it, as well as staff getting control of it,

and really find out what it will cost, as this will back the county off. He said that will leave it in Shenruood's

control. He spoke of density in Shenruood at 15-17 and said they are talking with this area about 10, but
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not really talking about 10 because they are setting aside open space. He said if you take out the open
space, you're talking about much lower density, compatible and usable density. He said this Council is
better at controlling that than anyone else and he recommends that the Council do something to get the
county in here so that the council can control them as they are pushing it. He said it's a very conditional
thing. He referred to Lutten (spelling?), the guy that started King City, Yoshida who had the money to buy
the Woodhaven area. He said at least we controlled it and put in a nice subdivision and he is hoping the
Council gets ahead of this and anyone trying to go in out there.

Mayor Clark asked a question of staff and stated it is 10:45 pm and said she has enough notations for
against that people have waited this late for to get her to 11.15 pm. She said she is not personally in favor
of continuing to midnight and asked for options.

City Manager Gall said he would have Julia Hajduk weigh in and his concern is a tabling action or waiting
and timeline issues we discussed in terms of the election.

Julia stated our understanding is that August 14 is the deadline that the Council has to take action on the
ballot title and explanatory statement, for certain actions through the elections office. She said this doesn't
mean the Council can't adopt that with the understanding that the Council will have another hearing and
another meeting and if the Council were to decide something different the Council would rescind the
resolution. She said this is an option. She said from a procedural public meeting standpoint, we have
people that have been sitting here tonight.

Mayor Clark clarified that everyone in attendance would be speaking tonight and when we get to 11:15
pm she wants to know her options. Julia stated another option would be to continue the meeting to next
week as there is not a planning commission meeting or another date before the 14. She said if the
Council were to do that, staff would ask for direction as they are struggling with, if the Council picks and
chooses, considers people adding or being removed from annexation consideration, what direction the
Council would want to go in so that staff is prepared.

Mayor Clark asked the Council how they feel, once they have heard the additional public testimony, to
continue the meeting to August 11 as opposed to continuing on tonight?

Councilor Harris stated she is comfortable approving the ballot title and continuing onto next week to
decide if we are going to place it on the ballot.

Mayor Clark stated she would prefer a continuance. Julia added that the Council would not have to do
that tonight (adopt ballot title and explanatory statement) and if the Council were to extend it beyond the
14, staff would ask the Council to do that, but if you're going to continue to the 11, then you would need to
have something in place to continue that process.

Councilor Kuiper stated she was fine with that

Councilor Henderson said she is schedule to have surgery on the 11 and confirmed she is ok with a

continuance.

Councilor Brouse stated she is in favor of a continuance
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Mayor Clark stated the Council will continue to hear testimony from those in attendance tonight and then
she would call for a continuance.

Jean Simpson Shenruood resident came fonvard and stated she is here as a concerned citizen to ask the
Council to vote no on the resolution. She said she doesn't live in the area but has been involved in the
process and is concerned that this piecemeal annexation is not the best for Shenryood. She said when the
Brookman Concept Plan was adopted in 2009 it stated, "a significant challenge to development of the
Brookman Road area is providing connections úo fhe surrounding street network without degrading
livability on residential streets". She said in the 2009 plan Brookman Road was identified as a collector
with access spacing requirements of 100-400 feet. She said higher densities and employment
opportunities were situated adjacent to highway 99 with the expectation that there would be easy highway
access for the new multifamily houses and businesses. She said in 2014 Washington County insisted that
the City's transportation plan change the Brookman Road designation to an arterial, with 5 lanes of right-
of-way and access spacing requirements of at least 600 feet. She said this could seriously impact the
neighborhoods to the north if traffic is pushed onto Old Highway 99 and Timbrel if and when the west end
is annexed and developed as it is currently planned. She said in the City's adopted TSP it stated, "rT rs
recognized that changing the role and function of Brookman Road would require modifications to the
Brookman Addition Concept Plan to determine how future development would occuf'. She said there are
only 108 residential acres in the Brookman planning area, if all the acres proposed tonight are annexed
there would not be much opportunity to modify the plan as suggested in the 2014 STP documents. She
asked what happens to the rest of the Brookman area then, when and how does it become part of the
Brookman area and developed? She said she understands the limited number of buildable acres within
the City, but the timing is not right and that is a criteria that has to be met and the Council has to consider.
She saíd it should be just as important that the City protect the existing residents and their quality of life.
She said doing the annexation methodically, completely, and with a current concept plan seems more
appropriate. She asked the Council to vote no on the annexation resolution and allocate resources to
make sure the Brookman Concept Plan is still what the Transportation Plan and the neighborhoods to the
north can accommodate. She said a short delay would ensure that the timing is right.

Meerta Meyer 24002 SW Middleton Road Shenruood came fonuard and stated she is a neighboring
property owner to the Brookman area and she is gravely concerned about the impact to the neighboring
areas. She said she echo's many of Ms. Simpson's comments and thinks that should the Council agree to
place this on the ballot, voters should be made keenly aware of the implications of this development to
the community. She said in her review of the application, she did not see that there is a lot of detail to the
implications to current residents, to the schools, to traffic and safety issues and that concerns her greatly.
She said if Mr. Sebatian's comments and percentages are remotely accurate, then she is even more
concerned, and 80% of these homes are place on this land include children, that could mean up to an
additional 600 kids to place in our local schools. She asked where are they going to go? She said while
Mr. Sebastian feels this is an issue that just comes up as developments happen, it's a development in her
City and in her neighborhood and affects her kids and impacts your kids as well. She said she is not okay
with just accepting this is what happens when development occurs. She said she thinks voters need to
have a very clear understanding of financial implications as well as tangible and intangible implications to
how this development will impact our City. She said the permissible density is also a concern to her and
feels that should be considered now or in the future. She saíd if this is placed on the ballot, she will be
very deliberately voting no and will be very deliberately campaigning against the campaign of this
development group, with her neighbors, to assure we have a no vote on this development.
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Phil Lapp 17400 SW Brookman Road came fonruard and stated he is to the south side of the proposed
development and has 60 acres of producing hazelnuts that he has maintained since 1960. He said he has
an agrrcultural operation and does everything that is required of an agricultural endeavor to control
insects and disease. He said consequently he does things that City folks don't like. He said he creates
noise and dust and is required to burn the brush, thus creating smoke. He said all of these things are
offensive to City folk. He said as it is now, he has a good relationship with his neighbors and most of
those people moved out here to live in the country and primarily understand. He said he can't fight
eastern filbert blight, but he can't fight urban sprawl. He said if this development goes in he would be
adversely affected to continue his operation and doesn't know how to fight this. He said aside from that,
it's personal as a farmer. He said he looks at this development and before it was the entire stretch on
Brookman Road, there was some opportunity for some jobs, places for schools and better access onto
Ladd Hill Road and Pacific Highway. He said this thing is right in the middle and is an island and there is

no access to the north and all the traffic now has to come down onto Brookman Road and go one of two
ways, either up to Ladd Hill Road with a bad intersection there or Pacific Highway, another bad
intersection. He said the access to the north is limited because of the existing development and the
railroad tracks. He said there are a lot of things that he sees as poor planning and said this is a nice
drawing, but as stated, this is not the ultimate. He said he knows how things go once we have gone from
coming into the reserve and then coming into the urban growth boundary and now annexation, this is just
one more step and they take it away little by little. He said the next process, if the Council approves this,
is getting a plan and they are going to make it as dense as they possibly can to get as many houses in

there as possible. He said everybody that has spoken in favor, there has been one motivating factor and
that is dollars and every one of them will make money, by selling their land and moving. He said he
wonders how many of those that have spoken will actually buy and live in that development. He said he
did not think they will and are in there for one reason. He said the City is looking at it as an increase in
revenue and has talked about increased water and increased schools, increased staff and said a way to
limit those things is to stop.

Kurt Kristensen 22520 SW Fairoaks Court Shenruood came fonryard and stated he is a school teacher and
is glad to hear Councilor Henderson voice her concerns about the impacts this development will have on
crowding in schools and the necessity of a new bond. He said the data he has for the Shenruood School
District shows that we have 5017 students in 7 schools with podables at several already. He said we
have 451 students at Archer Glen, 676 at Edy Ridge Elementary, which was built with $100 million bond a

couple of years ago. He said we have 512 students at Hopkins, which is way overwhat it should be. He
said we have 495 at Middleton Elementary and they have 3 portables. We have 567 at Laurel Ridge
Middle School and 1621 at the high school. He said he concurs with Ms. Simpson's analysis and it's
accurate and to the point and the congestion and the disruption that will occur by piecemealing is on the
spot. He said there is no way that we can figure out to pay for the accurate costs of these types of
developments, they just come in, build it and they leave and the costs of completing it as we saw earlier
tonight, we will see in higher water rates because it will necessitate the City to put in pump stations and
pipes and everything. He said we have 3 current bond measures for schools on our tax rolls and his
property taxes account for 42% going to schools and he is glad to pay it. He said he thinks the timing is

worth taking a look at and said we need to slow down and think about the cost of the average person to
bear the cost of all this development. He said he asked the School District Financial Officer to give him an
idea of when the current 3 bonds will be paid off and he would also like to know when the water bond is
paid off. He said it's like any other household and if he has a lot of bills he can't pay, he is not going to go
out and eat or buy a new car. He said he doesn't see any advantage to current residents for this ballot
measure and feels like with this 3'd attempt at annexation, in 2013 it was the Holt Group and it was
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defeated by 60%. He said he feels it is time to say the voters have spoken, two times already and asked
how many times are we going to bear the cost of discussing this issue. He requested the Council table it,

move on and reconsider it at another time when we can afford it. He said he appreciated the work
everyone is doing at this time.

Steve Kuske 23270 SW Cinnamon Hills Shenruood came fonruard and stated he moved here 15 years ago
and moved here because it was beautiful and going up Sunset and seeing the trees and the beauty, that
is Shenryood. He said the first thing that will happen when they open this, is they will cut all those trees
down and what we see out of our back windows and what we see as we drive over these roads, is those
trees will be gone. He said someone mentioned Aloha and said his wife was raised in Aloha and it used
to be like Shenruood, the up and coming hip suburb of Portland and they grew and cut down trees and
made it tighter and it's not the Aloha it used to be. He said we need to keep Shenruood as Shenruood and
he is sure this development will be beautiful but he worries that all the beautiful trees and skylines will
disappear. He said as we go fonruard we need to think about the current residents and their current
experiences in Shen¡vood and devastating that area and removing the trees would affect this greatly.

Neil Shannon 23997 SW Redfern Drive Shenruood came fonryard and stated with perhaps the exception of
Julia, he has been to more meetings on Brookman Road than anyone else in this room. He said it was
unfortunate in 2011 when the City submitted the Brookman Road annexation for its first vote and said he

thinks we are all aware of the depths of the recession that occurred at that time, the drop in property
values and the concerns people had of whether or not they could pay their mortgages. He said even with
that, 48% of the City voted in favor and of the 37 voters that were in the Brookman Road area at that
time, 10 of them voted for the annexation. He said he is excited about the information and the energy that
the Holt Group is bringing here, but he doesn't believe a piecemeal annexation is appropriate. He said he

would like to see Brookman Road annexed, he is not opposed to the growth in Brookman Road, but he
would like to see it annexed as an entire competent package. He said he would prefer to see the Council
reject this application and understands they have a $7500 deposit which is to supposedly pay for the
added costs of putting something on the ballot. He said to return this to the Holt Group and invite them to
take some of that energy to work on annexing all of the property, rather than just a portion of the property.

Council discussion occurred regarding the remaining time the applicant has for testimony and staff stated
the Council could allow 3 minutes and 45 seconds, which is their remaining time and then ask questions.

The Council concurred this was fine. Mayor Clark stated the following motion.

MOTION: FROM MAYOR CLARK TO CONTINUE THIS COUNCIL MEETING TO 7:00 PM, TUESDAY,
AUGUST 11,2015.

Councilor Henderson asked if the Council will be accepting additional testimony. Discussion followed and
the City Recorder asked staff to assist the Council with motion language based on their intent. Julia
Hajduk said it sounds like the Council has not closed the public hearing and their proposal is not to close
it and continue the public hearing to 7:00 pm on August 11th. Additional comments were received about
the record remaining opening for additional written testimony. The Council concurred the record would
remain open.

MOTION: FROM MAYOR CLARK TO CONTINUE THE COUNCIL MEETNG TO 7:00 PM, TUESDAY,
AUGUST 11, 2015, AND THE RECORD WILL REMAIN OPEN TO THAT DATE. SECONDED BY
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COUNCILOR HARRIS. MOTION PASSED 5:0 (CLARK, HARRIS, KUIPER, HENDERSON AND
BROUSE tN FAVOR). COUNCTLORS KtNc AND ROBTNSON WERE ABSENT.

Mayor Clark adjourned the meeting at 11:14 pm. Due to the time, the Council did not address the
remaining business on the agenda, City Manager Report and CouncilAnnouncements.

I2. ADJOURN

Mayor Clark adjourned the meeting at 11.14 pm

Submitted by:

tLyÞe-__

Murphy, MMC, corder Krisanna Clark, Mayor
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